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Accountants Make Errors at Work—Just
Like Everyone Else
But a recent survey from Gartner revealed that sta� acceptance of new technology
dramatically reduces error rates.

Jason Bramwell •  Mar. 04, 2024

Breaking news: Accountants aren’t robots—they’re human beings and sometimes
they make mistakes at work.

But a new survey from research and consulting �rm Gartner �nds that capacity
constraints are the leading factor to more errors being made than usual in
accounting and �nance departments.
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The survey of 497 professionals working in the controllership function, conducted
last July, revealed that 18% of accountants said they make �nancial errors at least
daily, with a third making at least a few �nancial errors every week, and more than
half (59%) admitting to making several errors per month.

These errors were closely linked to concerns about low capacity, said Mallory Barg
Bulman, senior director of research in the Gartner Finance practice.

“While capacity issues aren’t new to accounting, demands on accounting staff
capacity continue to rise. In the past three years, 73% of accountants report that their
workload has increased because of new regulations, and 82% say economic volatility
has increased demands for their work,” she said. “If these �nancial and regulatory
pressures continue to increase, as history suggests it will, the already-limited-
capacity accountants will be stretched further and increase error rates.”

The survey asked accountants how often they or their peers made common errors,
such as those due to manual work, automation, those made by other internal
business partners, insuf�cient review, reopening books, misinterpretation, or
volume/complexity overload.

“Financial errors can have tangible business consequences. When accountants make
errors—and those errors make their way into the monthly or quarterly close—the
enterprise may make business decisions based on incorrect data or, worse, issue
inaccurate �nancial statements,” said Bulman.

Given technology’s importance to the accounting team’s ability to reduce errors,
Gartner researchers looked at what improved technology outcomes. What stood out
was that when users displayed acceptance of the technology they were using in
accounting, they used it much more effectively, realized capacity improvements, and
made signi�cantly fewer errors, Bulman said.

“It’s better to have less technology with a workforce that accepts it than to have the
cutting edge of technology and resistant employees,” she added.

Technology acceptance in this context is de�ned by four elements: users must �nd it
easy to use, easy to learn, easy to customize for their own needs, and it must have all
the information the user needs in one view. Companies that digitize with high
technology acceptance for their technology environments see a 75% reduction in
�nancial errors, according to Gartner.
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“In this survey, 73% of accountants felt that the technology available to them is
missing one or more of the four elements of acceptance,” Bulman said. “The
accounting functions that are managing to build technology acceptance don’t
necessarily have different technology: building acceptance is more to do with putting
in place practices that allow staff to perceive technology as easy to use and helpful.”

Gartner experts recommend three best practices to build technology acceptance:

1. Incorporate structured staff feedback into vendor testing and prioritizing
technology enhancements.

2. Replace old behaviors with new ones and lean on tenured staff to guide the way.
3. Provide transparency into errors and the resolution of errors.

“Given the potential of technology acceptance to reduce error rates in accounting,
controllers should make sure they understand the levels of acceptance in their
functions and improve it where necessary,” Bulman said.
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